Reality Twist at gamescom 2011
As every year, Reality Twist takes part in Europes largest
games fair: The “gamescom” in Colgone. Besides their current
portfolio of titles already released and still in development,
Reality Twist is also presenting an unannounced project to a
selected group.
If you are interested in an appointment, slots might still be available at a short-term
basis. To make an appointment, you can reach us at ch@reality-twist.com - also during
the fair, from Wednesday till Friday evening.
The gamescom logo is an international trademark.
About Reality Twist GmbH

Reality Twist develops first-class video games for all premium platforms like the Xbox
360, PlayStation 3, iOS and PC, and designs all type of genres for all kinds of target
groups – from smart sport games to exciting adventures. For the Munich-based
company, an immersive experience, exciting gameplays and thrilling worlds are always
in the focus of its products. Reality Twist is a full service provider and offers the
complete service spectrum of game development: from pre- and postproduction,
conception, design, producing, project management to marketing. High-class and
innovative products as well as sustainability are the primary goals during the
development. Reality Twist therefore sets high values in an excellent educated team,
consisting of programmers, authors, game designers and artists as well as a
multiplatform-approach during the development of its products.
Besides a huge know-how about popular game-engines like Unity3D or Trinigy Vision,
Reality Twists continuously improves its own basic technologies. By this, the company
guarantees its clients not only a technological head start but also a high-efficient and
above all a predictable development process. Apart from its own productions, Reality
Twist also accepts work-for-hire-projects from other game developers or publishers. For
the industry, the company develops professional, interactive simulators for theme parks.
Reality Twist is supported by the level up program of “Game Connection”, Microsoft’s
BizSpark initiative and the FilmFernsehFonds of Bavaria (FFF Bayern).
Contact:
Reality Twist GmbH
Sebastian Grünwald
Berg-am-Laim-Str. 64
81673 München
Tel.: +49-89-380 129-500
Fax: +49-89-380 129-509
Twitter: http://twitter.com/realitytwist

E-Mail: sg@reality-twist.com
iPhone, iPad, Mac and Mac OS are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and
other countries.

